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Media’s Story
•2043.18 Crore INR loan fraud

•EOW arrested CMD, ED, Zonal Manager and former CMD

•CA and VP Engineering of DSK arrested

•Bank of Maharashtra, State Bank of India, Vijaya Bank, Syndicate Bank, 
Union Bank and IDBI Bank gave loan to DSK

•MPID, IPC 420(cheating and dishonestly inducing delivery of property), 
IPC 406 (criminal breach of trust), IPC 34(common intention)



Media’s Story
•BOM sanctioned 100 Crore INR loan for Dream City Project

•Changed Original Resolution and issued guideline to immediately lend 50 
Crore INR

The deposit and loan 
fraud

1,083.7 
Crore INR

Debentures fraud 111.35 Crore 
INR

Banking and non-
financial institutions-

related fraud

711.36 Crore 
INR

Fraud related to 
Phursungi land 

purchase

136.77 Crore 
INR

Total 2043.18 Crore INR



Bank’s Story
•Total exposure to DSK Group is 698.50 Crore INR

•Working Capital 98.50 Crore INR and Term Loan 600 Crore INR

•Bank is exposed to only 94.52 Crore INR of loan

•SBI Cap Trust initiated SARFEASI action  

•Term loan lead bank is SBI



Bank’s Story
•Account is declared as willful defaulter in March 2018

•Bank has adequate primary and collateral security for the loan 

•Bank officials are innocent

•Action is deliberately taken a day before AGM 



RBI Guidelines
•What should loan agreement stipulate?

•In the case of lending under consortium arrangement 

•Banks should exchange information about the conduct of the borrowers' 
accounts with other banks



SARFAESI Act 2002
• It allows banks and other financial institution to auction residential or 
commercial properties to recover loans

•The first asset reconstruction company (ARC) of India, ARCIL, was set up 
under this act

•Process?



Is this a vertical agency problem?
(OWNERSHIP VS CONTROL)



Current Scenario 
•Mr. Arun Jaitley spoke in favor of Bank of Maharashtra and said that POCA 
is poorly drafted 

•CMD and others got bail

•Marathe’s counsel argued that arrest is illegal as police had failed to take 
permission from RBI

•FIRs are filed against DS Kulkarni’s family members  




